KANSAS LEADERSHIP CENTER

Level 1 Certificate
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2. Lead for Change

1. 2-part,
Pick7 day
One
extensive leadership training to equip you with skills and support from a 1:1
coach. Lead for Change aims at helping you deeply invest in the challenges facing you.
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2.5 day introduction to KLC’s leadership framework centered on your own challenges.

3. Equip to Lead*

or
Your Leadership Edge*

A 2 day follow-up to You Lead Now or Lead for Change. By attending Equip to Lead, you’ll
join others from all sectors and levels of authority with a common aspiration: to equip more
people to move forward on what you care about within your organization or community.

The Your Leadership Edge Certificate is a self-paced program in which you engage
* You Lead Now, Your Leadership Edge Video Chat Challenge OR Lead for Change is a
with the heart of the YLE Experience. Through a series of video chats, participants engage
prerequisite for Equip to Lead
with resources designed to help them on their challenges and expose them to the YLE
leadership principles and competencies.

2. Lead for Change
3.
Lead**
KLCEquip
Level to
1 Certification
= 100 hours of KLC coursework
Earned by completing 100 hours of rigorous training, practice, and
feedback in alignment with the KLC framework and principles.
Achieved by completing You Lead Now or the Your Leadership
Edge Video Chat Challenge, Lead for Change and Equip to Lead.
Question? Contact Brittany Engle at bengle@kansasleadershipcenter.org or call 316-712-4957.
* 25 hour Video Chat Challenge
** You. Lead. Now., Your Leadership Edge OR Lead for Change is a prerequisite for Equip to Lead

